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ANSWERS YOU NEED.  

PERFORMANCE YOU CAN AFFORD.

management, let you answer today’s questions, and test 
alternatives, build models, and measure results that enable 
continuous innovation and improvement.

PERFORMANCE YOU CAN AFFORD

Performance is key to answering sophisticated questions. 
But as with every other aspect of the business, managers 
are analyzing the cost/performance benefits of technology 

solutions as well. That’s why many companies are migrat-
ing from Microsoft and UNIX RISC to Red Hat, a leader in 
providing powerful, reliable, cost-effective open source 
solutions.

 – Ann Milley 

 SAS Sr. Director,  

 Analytic Strategy

Game changing performance and scalability, the ability to 
take advantage of performance enhancements in the latest 
processors and the ability to tune I/O and virtual memory, 
makes Red Hat Enterprise Linux an ideal platform for SAS 
Analytics. Industry benchmarks reflect the scalability and 

performance of Red Hat Enterprise Linux in both scale-up 
(vertical) and scale-out (grid) models1. Recent SAS 9.2 test 
results demonstrated excellent scalability for up to  
64 cores (128 threads) on a single system.

SAS is the leader in business analytics, helping companies 
unearth insights that are buried in information to make 
better decisions. In the midst of an economic downturn, 
increased global competition, and new regulations, the abil-
ity to make proactive, evidence-based decisions to execute 
agile business strategies is critical to success. The SAS 
Business Analytics Framework provides the data manage-
ment, reporting, and game-changing predictive analytics 
needed to optimize performance across your organization.

In a time of increasing demand, shrinking budgets require 
IT to do more with less. IT must now squeeze more utiliza-
tion and performance out of computing resources, increase 
application availability to serve around-the-clock work-
loads, and expand resources quickly and inexpensively to 
meet the increased appetite for analytics to fulfill business 

demands. This requirement means supporting more users, 
more compute-intensive analytics models, and more data. 
Now more than ever, users need to work on complete data 
sets and run multiple workloads simultaneously, with the 
analytics flexibility they need.

How do you deliver an option that provides analytics 
scalability while also satisfying processing and resource 
demands? SAS Analytics, running on Red Hat® Enterprise 
Linux® and leveraging its integrated virtualization technol-
ogy, can help solve the challenges of doing more with less, 
while also gaining better insight from data.

SAS ANALYTICS

SAS Analytics fuel evidence-based decisions and empower 
your organization with exceptional analytics agility and 
depth to measure what matters today, reveal best prac-
tices, expose threats, and incorporate learning into your 
business processes. 

By collecting, exploring, analyzing, and interpreting data 
to surface patterns, anomalies, key variables, and relation-
ships, SAS Analytics unveil insights you can easily share to 
help drive the right decisions throughout your organization. 

The unique depth and breadth of SAS Analytics, which 
includes statistics, data mining, text analytics, forecast-
ing, operations research, quality control, and model 
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Contact your SAS representative for more information.

Migrate to SAS 9.2.•  Deploy to a staging environment 
on the same machine and validate before deploying to 
production. Once the new environment is validated, a 
few steps make it available for production.

Manage resources.•  Move virtualized operating systems 
and their applications between systems so workloads 
can be handled by the most appropriate system. Take 
advantage of idle resources for model selection in SAS 
Forecast Server.

Consolidate.•  Deploy a multi-tier SAS environment on 
one server, consolidate departmental SAS instances 
onto fewer servers, or consolidate non-production 
environments.

Implement grid.•  Simulate a grid or actually deploy  
on a grid to scale out SAS Analytics utilizing SAS  
Grid Computing.

Deploy to a private cloud.•  Begin the move to cloud 
by providing non-production services in a virtualized 
environment.

NEXT STEPS

 ¬ redhat.com/sas 

Find the latest information about Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
for SAS solutions, industry events, supporting documenta-
tion, and more.

 ¬ redhat.com 

Red Hat, the world’s leading provider of open source solu-
tions and a component of the S&P 500, is headquartered in 
Raleigh, NC with over 65 offices spanning the globe. CIOs 

ranked Red Hat as one of the top vendors delivering value 
in Enterprise Software for six consecutive years in the CIO 
Insight Magazine Vendor Value survey. Red Hat provides 
high-quality, affordable technology with its operating 
system platform, Red Hat Enterprise Linux, together with 
virtualization, applications, management, and Services 
Oriented Architecture (SOA) solutions, including Red Hat 
Enterprise Virtualization and JBoss Enterprise Middleware. 
Red Hat also offers support, training, and consulting ser-
vices to its customers worldwide.

 ¬ sas.com/analytics 

Learn more about SAS Analytics.

Red Hat Enterprise Linux performance features include:

SMP performance and scalability.•  Multi-process or 
threaded applications can be optimally scheduled 
in large SMP systems. A vast virtual address space 
enables SAS Analytics to effectively use more mem-
ory to work on larger data sets. Enhancements enable 
applications to effectively use more processors.

Intelligent performance.•  Efficient use of software 

threads, support for hyper-threading technology, and 
the ability to change the clock speed on a running pro-
cessor increase performance.

Virtualization performance and efficiency.•  The lat-
est virtualization technologies from Intel and AMD and 
the integrated virtualization technology of Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux deliver high consolidation ratios and 
virtualized performance.

Automated energy efficiency.•  Power technologies 
from Intel and AMD and optimizations in the operat-
ing system lower power consumption during off-peak 
times. Consuming less power means lower cooling 
requirements, which contributes to further savings and 
greener datacenters.

Tuning for optimum I/O throughput.•  I/O performance 
can be optimized on a per-device basis. Support for 
10 gigabit Ethernet, iSCSI, and Fibre Channel over 
Ethernet allow the latest storage technologies to be 
used. MPIO allows multiple connections from servers to 
storage to increase availability and throughput.

PUT VIRTUALIZATION TO WORK

Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization, a solution set includ-
ing a standalone hypervisor based on Kernel based Virtual 
Machine (KVM) technology and virtualization management 
tools, can be used in SAS environments in a number of 
ways. SAS supports virtualization in non-production and 
some production environments.
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